MnM Minutes CC 20220413

Logistics

Time:

Every 2 weeks on Wednesday at 3:00 PM ET

Web Meeting Link:

https://hl7-org.zoom.us/j/92869048638?pwd=UHlGM0VXNmSBcUVTSCsYy9hbnJ2UT09

Agenda

- Approve Previous Minutes
- UTG Issues
- PSS Review
- Review Withdrawal NIBs
- Review May WGM Agenda
- Tracker Items

Attendees

- Jean Duteau (chair)
- Ron Shapiro (scribe)
- Lloyd McKenzie
- AbdulMalik Shakir
- Bryn Rhodes
- Grahame Grieve

Approve Previous Minutes

- Minutes to Prior Meeting on 2022-03-16 approved by General Consent.

UTG Issue Review

- https://jira.hl7.org/issues/ (all unresolved) or https://jira.hl7.org/issues/ (unresolved in consensus review status)
- Nothing this week

PSS Review

- ![PSS-1955 - HL7 FHIR](APPROVED)
  - Approved: Lloyd / Grahame : 5-0-0

Review Withdrawal NIBs

- We missed the deadline; Jean will check with Melva to see what we need to do.

Review May WGM Agenda

- MnM Agenda WGM 202205 Virtual
  - No changes to the agenda are needed.

Tracker Items

- ![FHIR-35962 - ActivityDefinition and PlanDefinition in R4B should be backwards-compatible with R4](APPLIED)
  - Bryn brought this to the group to discuss. After discussion, this would be handled by FMG, not MnM, but we all agree that this change needs to be included in R4B. Further discussion on compatible changes and exceptions that are allowed. Bryn will pre-apply the change and bring it forward to FMG.

- ![FHIR-36496 - Correct CQL media types in the ExpressionLanguage value set](APPLIED)
  - Persuasive: Bryn / Grahame : 5-0-0

- ![FHIR-34355 - Datatype date/dateTime are not correct](APPLIED)
• Not Persuasive with Mod: AMS / Grahame : 5-0-0

Adjournment
• 4:00 PM ET